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Across

1. Sepsis is SIRS with documentation of a 

presumed or ___infection

4. In the ___ bundle, repeat lactate if initial 

lactate > 2

6. Septic shock is sever sepsis with lactate 

of b) ___ hypotension

7. When cleaning if the site has significant 

drainage repeat the cleaning with a __ alcohol 

swabstick

10. The __is responsible for identifying 

patients who are candidates for a whoel blood 

lactat

15. In the ITA we use the sepsis protocol 

lactate ____ order

17. place the Statlock and excess catheter 

above the ___ fossa

18. Notify teh medical provider STAT to 

report lactate greater than ___mmol/L using 

SBAR report

20. ___ is a clinical response arising from a 

nonspecific inflammatory insult

21. If the newly inserted PICC has blood 

ozzing frin the exit site the dressing is to be 

changed within ___ hours

22. For a newly placed PICC with no blood at 

the exit site, dresisng changes are to begin in 

one __

23. Complete the order by signing 'per 

protocol" ___cosign

Down

2. High lactate is an established indicator of 

tissue ____ in patients who are not yet ____ 

but are at risk for sever sepsis or septic shock

3. High lactate is an established indicator of 

tissue ____ in patients who are not yet ____ 

but are at risk for sever sepsis or septic shock

5. When cleaning the PICC site with alchol 

start at the insertions ite and clean in an 

outward motion to at least 4-5 __ in diameter

8. measure the length of the PICC catheter 

extending from the exit sit to the ___hub

9. During a dressing change you remove the 

old dressing in the __of the insertion

11. When perfomring dressing changes scrub 

hands with soap for minimum of __ seconds

12. When not in use PICCs need to be flushed 

every __ days

13. Chlorhexadine may take up to three___to 

dry

14. Apply the Biopatch with teh blue side up. 

Ensure the catheter lumens sit on __of the slit

16. The in-hospital mortality rate for patients 

with septicemia is ___times higher than for 

other diagnoses

19. septic shock is severe sepsis with 

a)lactate > __ or


